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INTRODUCTION

The restrictions on migration that have been imposed by individual countries—and, in recent years, particularly those imposed by wealthy nations—have contributed significantly to the contemporary problem of international trafficking. ¹

over the past two decades have coincided with unprecedented freedom of movement for goods and capital. The physical movement of people and goods from one nation to another has never been easier. But while free trade agreements and technology have facilitated the flow of goods and money across borders, immigration restrictions have resulted in more rigid restrictions on the cross-border movement of people. Unsurprisingly, unauthorized migration ensues. This includes both economically motivated migrations and migrations undertaken by individuals fleeing oppression and conflict in their home countries. Facing waves of refugees and job seekers with new modes of transportation, the West has moved to raise legal barriers to entry for desperate and vulnerable populations.

These legal barriers are backed up by physical barriers to entry. In the United States, for example, the build up of border enforce-

the restrictions imposed by developed countries have deleterious effects on “individual rights, civil liberties, and human dignity”); Karen E. Bravo, Exploring the Analogy Between Modern Trafficking in Humans and the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, 25 B.U. INT’L. L.J. 207, 295 (2007) [hereinafter Bravo, Exploring] (analogizing the trade-offs between individual states’ border-protection measures and human trafficking harms to trade-offs made in furtherance of the institution of slavery); Karen E. Bravo, Free Labor! A Labor Liberalization Solution to Modern Trafficking in Humans, 18 TRANSNAT’L. L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 545, 547 (2009) [hereinafter Bravo, Free Labor!] (explaining that people are “more vulnerable to the predations of exploitative middlemen such as traffickers in human beings” because “borders are now more heavily policed and enforced”); James C. Hathaway, The Human Rights Quagmire of “Human Trafficking,” 49 VA. J. INT’L. L. 1, 5 (2008) (“Indeed, the criminalization of smuggling may actually increase the risk of human trafficking by driving up the cost of facilitated transborder movement and leaving the poor with no choice but to mortgage their futures in order to pay for safe passage.”); Anne T. Gallagher, Human Rights and Human Trafficking: Quagmire or Firm Ground? A Response to James Hathaway, 49 VA. J. INT’L. L. 789, 833-34 (2009) (observing that migration regimes reinforce discrimination and inequality and positing that truly open borders could alleviate these problems).

2 Cf. Gallagher, supra note 1, at 833-34 (arguing that trafficking will decrease if the international labor-market mobility mirrors that of goods and services).

3 See, e.g., BRIDGET ANDERSON, DOING THE DIRTY WORK? THE GLOBAL POLITICS OF DOMESTIC LABOUR 138 (2000) (cataloging the power structure under which migrant domestic workers operate); Ity Abraham & Willem van Schendel, Introduction: The Making of Illicitness (describing how these barriers reflect intrastate contradictions about what is illicit), in ILlicit FLOWS AND CRIMINAL THINGS: STATES, BORDERS, AND THE OTHER SIDE OF GLOBALIZATION 1, 23-24 (Willem van Schendel & Ity Abraham eds., 2005); Bravo, Free Labor!, supra note 1, at 569-71 (discussing the “historical anomaly” of these increased border restrictions); Hathaway, supra note 1, at 26-27 (discussing the use of the Smuggling Protocol, an international treaty, to reinforce domestic migration controls); Aiko Joshi, The Face of Human Trafficking, 13 HASTINGS WOMEN’S L.J. 31, 36-38 (2002) (tracing the trafficking of dislocated workers to the forces of economic globalization); Wide Angle: Dying to Leave (PBS television broadcast Sept. 25, 2003), available at http://www.pbs.org/wnet/wideangle/episodes/dying-to-leave/video-full-episode/1126 (discussing rising barriers to migration in developed nations).
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beginning in earnest in the mid-1990s and has continued to the present day. And in just a few short years, the federal criminal justice system has been converted into an important legal adjunct to the growing human and technological barriers along the border. Beginning several years ago, the prosecutorial arm of the Department of Justice turned to the systematic prosecution of thousands of misdemeanor illegal entry and felony reentry cases along the southern border. These prosecutions, which are conducted in a mere handful of federal districts, have had a huge impact on the shape of U.S. criminal justice. Immigration prosecutions make up over fifty percent of all federal criminal prosecutions, handily outstripping prosecutions for drug crimes, weapons possession, and white collar crime.

As immigration restrictions and border enforcement have increased, the sophistication and violence of the organizations that promote the illicit movement of people across borders—whether in the form of smuggling or trafficking—have also grown. In the U.S.

---


6 Id. at 139-40.

7 John Schwartz, Immigration Enforcement Fuels Spike in U.S. Cases, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 22, 2009, at A16. Since 2004, immigration prosecutions have topped the list of federal criminal prosecutions, outriding federal drug and weapons prosecutions, and dwarfing many other forms of federal criminal prosecutions. See Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse, Immigration Enforcement: New Findings (2005), http://trac.syr.edu/tracins/latest/131 (“[I]mmigration matters now represent the single largest group of all federal prosecutions, about one third (32%) of the total. By comparison, narcotics and drugs, for many years the government’s dominant enforcement interest, dropped to about a quarter of the total (27%) and weapons matters to slightly less than one out of ten (9%).”).

context, the recent rise in border enforcement has not only fueled violence along the southern border but also has made the northward journey much more difficult and expensive. As criminal networks replace mom-and-pop smuggling operations, migrants who rely on the services of these networks are vulnerable to debt bondage, kidnapping, and exploitation. In other words, the humans that comprise the cargo transported by professionalized networks of smugglers are increasingly vulnerable to exploitation.

For some migrants, what may begin as a contractual agreement to be smuggled converts into a trafficking arrangement characterized by coercion during the course of the journey.

Moreover, U.S. immigration law and policy unintentionally helps traffickers assert control over victims once those victims are in the United States. Unauthorized peoples are more vulnerable to threats because they know that efforts to seek legal recourse can result in protracted immigration detention, criminal prosecution, and, of course, removal. The legal limbo of unauthorized migrants has left many migrant laborers reluctant to report crimes and labor violations.

See, e.g., Andreas, supra note 4, at 112-16 (detailing the effects of the expansion of border controls along the southern U.S. border); Hing, supra note 4, at 135 (arguing that border controls redirect the flow of illegal immigration and extract a higher human toll).
The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA)\textsuperscript{14} and its successive reauthorizations, including the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2003 (TVPRA 2003),\textsuperscript{15} the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2005 (TVPRA 2005),\textsuperscript{16} and the William Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008 (TVPRA 2008),\textsuperscript{17} were designed to remedy some of the forces generated by U.S. immigration policy that have the effect of promoting trafficking in persons. In particular, these laws not only targeted traffickers for unique punishment (over and above that which would apply to smugglers) but also created a legal space for unauthorized migrant victims to come forward to report and seek protection from trafficking.\textsuperscript{18} Some of the relevant legal mechanisms included the T visas that allow victims of trafficking to normalize their

\textsuperscript{14} See Lora Jo Foo, The Vulnerable and Exploitable Immigrant Workforce and the Need for Strengthening Worker Protective Legislation, 103 YALE L.J. 2179, 2183 (1994) (explaining how the risk of deportation deters immigrants from reporting labor and employment violations); Dina Francesca Haynes, Used, Abused, Arrested and Deported: Extending Immigration Benefits to Protect the Victims of Trafficking and to Secure the Prosecution of Traffickers, 26 HUM. RTS. Q. 221, 257 (2004) (“A lack of viable and legal migration options leads people into trafficking; fear of deportation keeps them there.”); Leticia M. Saucedo, A New “U”: Organizing Victims and Protecting Immigrant Workers, 42 U. RICH. L. REV. 891, 914-35 (2008) (noting that many undocumented workers are reluctant “to report their harsh working conditions for fear they will attract the attention of immigration authorities”).


immigration status, at least temporarily; resources from the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) that provide trafficking victims with a means of support and access to necessary services; and a clearly communicated policy of nonprosecution for trafficking victims. The reauthorizations of the TVPA also have added a private right of action for trafficking victims against their traffickers and added special protections for child victims.

The TVPA has made progress in ensuring the protection of trafficking victims and the prosecution of traffickers in the United States. Since the original TVPA was enacted in 2000, over two thousand individuals—both victims of trafficking and qualifying family members—have gained access to T visas. This not only allows them to normalize their legal status in the United States but also provides them with a range of services from HHS that are designed to provide them with a financial safety net and a source of treatment for the physical and psychological injuries that they have suffered as a result of their trafficking. Moreover, the U.S. government has successfully prosecuted over three hundred individuals for their participation in various trafficking schemes.

Unfortunately, the humanitarian aims of the TVPA are often hindered because the goal of protecting exploited migrants frequently runs squarely into the competing goal of enforcing immigration laws.
The line between voluntary migrants who participate in smuggling schemes and unwilling trafficking victims—a line that is often murky at best—has been vigilantly policed. The ability of public officials to use the tools of the TVPA to assist trafficking victims is thereby limited by the more powerful prerogatives of immigration enforcement.

This is not to suggest that the TVPA has failed. U.S. antitrafficking efforts, like the international efforts to protect trafficking victims, have been important in protecting a small number of victims, punishing a small number of traffickers, and, perhaps most importantly, raising awareness about the nature and scope of the international trafficking problem. These advances are worthy of recognition. Nevertheless, it is equally important to acknowledge that antitrafficking efforts in the United States and elsewhere have been heavily constrained by the politics and policies of rigid immigration enforcement. In the end, there is no way to eliminate the scourge of trafficking on the international level as long as cross-border movement is subject to the high degree of regulation and criminalization that characterizes the contemporary global order.

More troublingly, some efforts to address the problem of trafficking within the framework of heightened border restrictions have the perhaps unintended effect of reinforcing migrants’ vulnerability to exploitation. This Article seeks to expose some of the tensions and trade-offs between immigration policy choices and antitrafficking efforts. Part I of this Article focuses on the ways in which antitrafficking advocacy and policies can actually fuel the discourse that drives restrictionist immigration policies. Discussions regarding trafficking—including media coverage of trafficking, law enforcement antitrafficking-training efforts, and official statements on trafficking—have

haven for trafficking and migrant exploitation”). See generally Haynes, supra note 19; Srikantiah, supra note 19.

26 See, e.g., BRIDGET ANDERSON & JULIA O’CONNELL DAVIDSON, TRAFFICKING—A DEMAND LED PROBLEM?: A MULTI-COUNTRY PILOT STUDY 18 (2002), available at http://www.unodc.org/pdf/brazil/trafficking-a%20demand%20led%20problem.pdf (discussing how the lack of distinction leads to research challenges); Bravo, Free Labor!, supra note 1, at 554-55 (describing a “flawed” distinction between trafficking and smuggling); Srikantiah, supra note 19, at 191-95 (“[S]muggling and trafficking are hard to distinguish from one another.”).

27 See CATHERINE DAUVERGNE, MAKING PEOPLE ILLEGAL: WHAT GLOBALIZATION MEANS FOR MIGRATION AND LAW 89-91 (2008) (discussing efforts to develop a bright-line distinction between smuggling and trafficking); Chacón, supra note 10, at 3027 (noting that smuggled individuals “are unlikely to receive the protections of the TVPA”).

28 See Chacón, supra note 10, at 3027 (discussing how immigration enforcement and strict law enforcement standards are prioritized to the detriment of trafficking victims).
played into and compounded the myth of migrant criminality. Rather than increasing the focus on the ways in which immigration enforcement policies can foster exploitation, discussions about trafficking have tended to focus on particular bad actors. And the “bad actors” that are scrutinized are neither the middle-class beneficiaries of labor exploitation nor the customers who purchase services in the sex trade but the migrants who service the markets that these other actors create.

While it is certainly desirable to punish traffickers, ignoring the complicity of the vast array of people who generate the markets that traffickers service results in a misleading view of the trafficking problem. In popular discourse concerning the trafficking of migrants, the traffickers—almost always identified as noncitizen men or men of color, but occasionally including noncitizen women—bear sole responsibility for the human misery of trafficking. Framing the trafficking problem in this way fits comfortably within the larger narrative that has been constructed around unauthorized migration—a narrative in which migrant laborers are presented as criminal interlopers, but their criminality is entirely detached from the conduct of the consumers of their labor.

Part II of this Article explores how growing attention to the trafficking issue (in the United States and internationally) has occurred alongside, and has served as an additional justification for, the increasing reliance on the criminal justice system to manage migration. Section II.A explores the extent to which references to trafficking have been used to justify, among other things, greater law enforcement presence along the U.S.-Mexico border, greater numbers of prosecutors in border districts, and the rapid acceleration of immigration-related prosecutions. This has been the case even though very few of the resulting interdictions and prosecutions ultimately result directly in the protection of trafficking victims and even though the increased policing of the border and criminalization of migration can strengthen the hand of traffickers. Section II.B of this Article explores the development of state antitrafficking statutes and analyzes the extent to which these efforts can be understood as part of the larger trend of states and localities attempting to assert greater legal authority to participate in immigration enforcement.

By situating the issue of U.S. antitrafficking policies within the broader framework of U.S. immigration enforcement policies, this Article seeks to highlight some of the inherent tensions that emerge when nations embrace the goal of protecting trafficking victims while enforcing a highly restrictive immigration policy. This is not to suggest
that antitrafficking efforts are hopeless or undesirable in the present world order. To the contrary, it is clearly a positive development that certain victims are obtaining assistance and redress and that certain perpetrators are being fittingly punished. However, by highlighting the tension between current restrictionist approaches to immigration and antitrafficking efforts, this Article serves to caution those who support more aggressive antitrafficking efforts to be sensitive to the ways in which such efforts can be (and have been) used to bolster immigration enforcement policies that can ultimately fuel the exploitation lying at the heart of the global trafficking phenomenon.

I. FRAMING ANTITRAFFICKING POLICY WITHIN THE DISCOURSE OF MIGRANT CRIMINALITY

International human trafficking is certainly not a new problem. This phenomenon has existed throughout history, and over the past century, the international community has addressed various aspects of the trafficking problem. 29 There is no doubt that it took the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (the “Trafficking Protocol” or “Protocol”), 30 however, to push the issue of international trafficking to the forefront of international legal concerns. It was only after the enactment of the Trafficking Protocol that powerful nations, including the United States, began to address the problem of international trafficking in their own legislation and international foreign policy. 31 The Protocol, and the domestic legislation it has engendered, have moved the antitrafficking agenda firmly into the sphere of criminal law enforcement. Section I.A discusses the positive and negative practical effects of framing the antitrafficking agenda in terms of the criminal law. Section I.B explores the extent to which this new framing has fueled a


31 See infra notes 45-49 and accompanying text (discussing requirements of the Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime and the resulting Trafficking Victims Protection Act in the United States).
discourse of migrant criminality that ironically increases the vulnerability of migrants to exploitation.

A. Trafficking as an Immigration Crime

The Trafficking Protocol was part of a broader effort by states to carve out an international cooperative agreement on transnational crime. 32 This effort included not only a transnational crime convention 33 and supplementary treaties on trafficking and migrant smuggling 34 but also side agreements on illicit small-arms manufacture and trade. 35 As such, treaty negotiators quite correctly and understandably treated international trafficking as a subset of international crime. 36 Trafficking is a crime. Therefore, it is neither surprising nor problematic to treat trafficking as a worthy subject of international criminal law and to use criminal law as a tool for deterring and punishing trafficking offenses. 37 Indeed, failure to prioritize trafficking crimes was akin to other international legal failures to address concerns emerging within the spheres of work and home—areas that were construed as “private” and where, not coincidentally, great harms were visited against socially marginalized groups, particularly women and children.

Nevertheless, in placing the trafficking issue within the framework of an international criminal convention, the Trafficking Protocol

---

32 See Gallagher, supra note 1, at 789-90 (recounting the initial meetings that eventually led to the Trafficking Protocol).
34 Protocol Against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, Nov. 15, 2000, S. TREATY DOC. NO. 108-16 (2004), 2241 U.N.T.S. 480. Smuggling is defined as “the procurement, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into a State Party of which the person is not a national or a permanent resident.” Id. art. III, ¶ a.
36 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 30, pmbl., at 343 (“[S]upplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime with an international instrument for the prevention, suppression and punishment of trafficking in persons, especially women and children, will be useful in preventing and combating that crime . . . .”).
shifted antitrafficking priorities from the protection of human rights to the prosecution of international criminals. Critics assert that, in so doing, the Trafficking Protocol took an approach to antitrafficking that bolstered international prosecutorial efforts at the expense of international efforts—and agencies—dedicated to enhancing international human rights. Moreover, this approach allowed governments to implement harsh border-control measures under the guise of instituting antitrafficking legislation.

In response to this criticism, defenders of the Trafficking Protocol approach have noted that, prior to the treaties negotiated at Palermo, the international community was not taking any truly effective measures to combat the international trafficking problem. While a prosecution-centered approach has drawbacks, it has the virtue of attracting international attention to the issue of trafficking and motivating powerful state actors to consider the trafficking problem worthy of both international and domestic attention. Prior to the negotiation of the

---


39 See, e.g., Hathaway, supra note 1, at 4-6 (“[T]he fight against human trafficking is more fundamentally in tension with core human rights goals than has generally been recognized.

40 See Hathaway, supra note 1, at 6 (“[T]he border control emphasis inherent in the Trafficking Protocol and its companion Smuggling Protocol has provided states with a reason—or at least a rationalization—for the intensification of broadly based efforts to prevent the arrival or entry of unauthorized noncitizens.”).

41 Anne Gallagher noted this point in her response to James Hathaway:

Despite an impressive array of international legal protections, it was clear to our organizations that forced labor, child labor, debt bondage, forced marriage, and commercial sexual exploitation of children and adults were flourishing, unchecked in many parts of the world. . . . We all believed that trafficking was indeed an appropriate focus for international law. We also agreed that the existing international legal framework was woefully inadequate, and the chances of the human rights system coming to the rescue were slim.

Gallagher, supra note 1, at 790.
Trafficking Protocol, antitrafficking efforts were quite marginalized.\textsuperscript{42} In contrast, since the passage of the Trafficking Protocol, international human rights organizations have been guided by the coherent definitions supplied by the criminal convention in devising and supervising responses to trafficking. In so doing, they have raised the profile of the fight against exploitation.\textsuperscript{43} For defenders of the Trafficking Protocol, the gains made in the fight against international trafficking since 1999 far outweigh the costs of shifting the antitrafficking paradigm from a predominantly human rights–based to a predominantly criminal law–based approach.\textsuperscript{44}

U.S. antitrafficking efforts have prompted a similar split of opinion. Comprehensive U.S. antitrafficking legislation never achieved momentum until after the completion of the Trafficking Protocol. However, the Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime, which was the parent instrument of the Trafficking Protocol, required state parties to incorporate a trafficking offense into domestic law.\textsuperscript{45} In response, the United States enacted the TVPA.\textsuperscript{46} With some nar-
rowing, it borrowed the international definition of trafficking and also engaged in an approach focused on prosecution of traffickers, prevention of trafficking, and protection of victims. One of the most frequent criticisms of the U.S. antitrafficking legislation is that it overemphasizes prosecution, and that it often does so at the expense of victim protection.

As in the context of the International Protocol, it is important not to overstate this argument. First of all, it is not clear that antitrafficking legislation aimed primarily at victim protection would have garnered congressional support. To the extent that positive steps have been taken toward curbing international trafficking, it is only because advocates recognized the strong support that could be brought to bear for a prosecution-centered bill. Second, the TVPA created the legisla-

---

47 See Chacón, supra note 10, at 2984-85 (noting that the TVPA provides protections and benefits only for victims of “severe forms of trafficking in persons”—a category that is slightly narrower than that covered by the Protocol’s definition of trafficking).

48 See 22 U.S.C. § 7101(a) (laying out the threefold purposes of the Act).

49 See, e.g., Claire Bishop, The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000: Three Years Later, 41 INT’L MIGRATION 219, 227 (2003) (advocating for a two-step immigration process in order to fulfill the law enforcement and victim-protection goals); Bravo, Exploring, supra note 1, at 240-43 (questioning whether trafficking can be solved without greater attention to root causes); Joan Fitzpatrick, Trafficking as a Human Rights Violation: The Complex Intersection of Legal Frameworks for Conceptualizing and Combating Trafficking, 24 MICH. J. INT’L L. 1143, 1166-67 (2003) (arguing that more than simple law enforcement is needed to combat trafficking); Haynes, supra note 19, at 345-46 (asserting that victim protection is often conditioned on the willingness of victims to cooperate with law enforcement); Hussein Sadruddin et al., Human Trafficking in the United States: Expanding the Victim Protection Act Beyond Prosecution Witnesses, 16 STAN. L. & POL’Y REV. 379, 381 (2005) (arguing that the Act is more concerned with prosecution than victim protection); Srikantiah, supra note 19, at 159-60 (arguing that allocating the responsibility for identifying trafficking victims to law enforcement investigators and prosecutors leads to “a failure to identify . . . those who do not present themselves as good prosecution witnesses” and yields “non-uniform results”); Joyce Koo Dalrymple, Book Note, Human Trafficking: Protecting Human Rights in the Trafficking Victims Protection Act, 25 B.C. THIRD WORLD L.J. 451, 454-56 (2005) (reviewing CRAIG MCGILL, HUMAN TRAFFIC: SEX, SLAVES & IMMIGRATION (2003)) (maintaining that the requirements trafficking victims must meet to qualify for protection are overly stringent); Developments in the Law: Jobs and Borders, 118 HARV. L. REV. 2171, 2193-2202 (2005) (positing that the overemphasis of prosecution-oriented components of the TVPA, relative to components of the Act dedicated to victim protection and global prevention, accounts for the Act’s shortcomings).

tive impetus behind the State Department’s annual Trafficking in Persons (TIP) report, which has come to function as an influential monitoring and unilateral compliance regime for international trafficking. Finally, sustained criticism of the original TVPA as insufficiently attentive to humanitarian and human rights concerns has yielded a number of ameliorative developments in the passage of reauthorizing legislation in 2003, 2005, and 2008, as well as in the implementation of regulations. Collectively, these changes have helped to address some of the flaws in the initial legislation that tilted it too heavily toward the needs of prosecutors at the expense of victims.

One example of an ameliorative development in reauthorizing legislation is the change that Congress made to the requirements for the T visa. A T visa is the means by which a noncitizen victim of trafficking can obtain temporary lawful status, which can be converted into lawful permanent residency in some cases. In order to receive a T visa, the noncitizen must be “a victim of a severe form of trafficking in persons,” must be present in the United States, and, perhaps most controversially, must assist law enforcement by cooperating with “any reasonable request” from a law enforcement agent concerning the investigation and prosecution of her trafficker.

---

51 See Gallagher, supra note 1, at 826-27 (exploring the function of the TIP report). There are many criticisms of the State Department’s methodology and practices with regard to the TIP report. See, e.g., U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, HUMAN TRAFFICKING: BETTER DATA, STRATEGY, AND REPORTING NEEDED TO ENHANCE U.S. ANTITRAFFICKING EFFORTS ABROAD 26-28 (2006), available at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d06825.pdf (listing credibility problems with the TIP reports). Moreover, because of the imperfect overlap between U.S. antitrafficking goals and international trafficking policy, it is not clear that State Department monitoring and threats of sanctions effectively advance the specific goals of the international antitrafficking regime. See, e.g., Chuang, supra note 38, at 466-73 (comparing U.S. and international antitrafficking goals). But the reports have highlighted and encouraged action on a number of international trafficking issues that had previously received insufficient attention.

52 The T visa was created by section 107(e) of the TVPA. Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-386, § 107(e), 114 Stat. 1466, 1477-79 (codified as amended at 8 U.S.C. § 1101(15)).

53 After three years in “T status,” T visa recipients may apply for permanent residency pursuant to immigration regulations governing status adjustments. See 8 U.S.C. § 1255(i).

54 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(15)(T)(i)(I). A T visa requires a determination by the Attorney General and the Secretary of Homeland Security that the noncitizen (1) is a victim of a “severe form of trafficking,” as defined in 22 U.S.C. § 7102 (2006); (2) “is physically
zation of the TVPA, Congress relaxed the law enforcement cooperation requirement by allowing the Secretary of Homeland Security, in consultation with the Attorney General, to find a request from law enforcement officials “unreasonable” if “a trafficking victim, due to psychological or physical trauma, is unable to cooperate with a request for assistance.” Although further liberalizing adjustments are certainly in order, these changes suggest that pressure by critics to better align the balance between prosecution and protection is having an effect.

A second example of an improvement in antitrafficking legislation in the years since the 2000 enactment of the TVPA is the addition of a private right of action for trafficking victims who wish to bring civil actions against their traffickers. Individuals who have suffered severe forms of exploitation can now bring lawsuits in cases in which the government did not choose to proceed with criminal trials. One of the areas in which this is having effect is cases involving labor exploitation. Throughout the TVPA’s existence, the government has prosecuted fewer cases of labor trafficking than sex trafficking. Moreover,
the government’s labor trafficking prosecutions have tended to focus on noncitizens, not on U.S. companies. By contrast, private actions brought under the TVPA have targeted, among other entities, corporations that have engaged in exploitative labor practices. Of course, it would be overstating the matter to claim that the addition of the private right of action has had a very large impact on the trafficking problem. Empirical study has demonstrated that only a small handful of complainants have filed such suits since the creation of the right of action in 2003. Nevertheless, the private right of action, which is mirrored in several state antitrafficking provisions, provides another example of a liberalizing measure undertaken in response to outside critiques of the TVPA.

A third improvement to the TVPA is that with each reauthorization, the TVPA has expanded the scope of legal protections available to migrants who are minors. This is true even for children who are not victims of trafficking. The 2008 reauthorization provides for voluntary departure for minors at no expense to the child and also re-

numbers are disproportionate to estimates from non-governmental organizations and academic researchers asserting that approximately one-half to two-thirds of all trafficking in the U.S. occurs in non-sex related industries”).

See, e.g., ATT’Y GEN. 2008 TRAFFICKING REPORT, supra note 22, app. B at 83-86 (listing “examples of cases,” none of which involve corporate defendants).


See Nam, supra note 61, at 1671 (arguing that the number of cases filed “pales in comparison” to the estimated number of trafficking incidents).


“Voluntary departure” is a legal term of art defined as per the parameters established by the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) § 240B, 8 U.S.C. § 1229c (2006).
quires that, “to the greatest extent practicable,” the Secretary of Health and Human Services provide unaccompanied minors with access to counsel, including free access where necessary. These and other changes to the legal status of noncitizen minors provide direct and indirect means of identifying and protecting child trafficking victims.

On the regulatory side, guidelines for the U visa, which was created in the 2000 TVPA, were finally promulgated in September 2007. The U visa provides a mechanism for normalizing the status of noncitizens who may not be eligible for T visas because they do not qualify as victims of “severe form[s] of trafficking in persons.” The U visa provides an alternative remedy for these individuals and also opens up a possible means of protecting a range of individuals who, although not “trafficking victims,” have been subjected to various forms of exploitation and abuse, including labor exploitation.

These, and other, changes that Congress—and, in the case of the U visa regulations, the executive branch—have made to the TVPA over the past decade illustrate the positive effect of sustained criticism regarding the TVPA’s initial overemphasis on criminal enforcement at the expense of victim protection. These changes do not, however, alter the fundamental balance of the law, which still prioritizes prosecution over victim protection. That implementation of antitrafficking efforts by the Department of Homeland Security has been situated in the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) branch of the Department, rather than U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services...
demonstrates that the capture and prosecution of traffickers is the mechanism by which DHS hopes to address the trafficking problem. Victim assistance is subjugated to the first-order priority of immigration enforcement.

As in the context of domestic violence, one could justify a law enforcement-centered approach by arguing that the government’s willingness to use the criminal law as a tool to combat trafficking demonstrates its serious commitment to dealing with this issue. When antitrafficking policy is limited to humanitarian responses to victims, this can send a signal to perpetrators that their actions are not serious enough to warrant criminal punishment. Obviously, this is not the message that the government ought to send to traffickers.

On the other hand, one can accept the need to treat trafficking as a serious crime and still design a system that strikes a different balance between prosecution and victim protection. For example, a victim-centered approach to antitrafficking policy would not contain a default requirement that victims of trafficking undergo the difficulties of partic-

---

72 See Press Release, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, ICE Gives Voice to Victims of Human Trafficking in the United States (Nov. 2, 2009) [hereinafter ICE Press Release], available at http://www.ice.gov/pi/nr/0911/091102washingtondc.htm (“As a primary mission area, ICE has the overall goal of preventing human trafficking in the United States by prosecuting the traffickers, and rescuing and protecting the victims.”). During the Symposium at which this Article was presented, J.J. Rosenbaum discussed the difficulties that arise from the fact that ICE does the initial law enforcement screening to determine whether an individual qualifies as a trafficking victim. J.J. Rosenbaum, Remarks at the University of Pennsylvania Law Review Symposium: Trafficking in Sex and Labor: Domestic and International Responses (Nov. 13, 2009).

participating in criminal prosecution\textsuperscript{75} in order to receive protection. Eliminating such barriers to victim protection would be consistent with the government’s approach in other areas of the law. A domestic violence victim, for example, is not required to serve as a prosecution witness against her abuser to receive a restraining order or shelter; she is simply entitled to these legal and physical protections. The same ought to be true of the trafficking victim. A human rights–centered approach would link the protection of victims directly to the violation, not to the needs of the government seeking to prosecute the violation.\textsuperscript{76}

What complicates the situation in the case of the noncitizen trafficking victim in need of a T visa is that the victim frequently is present in the United States in violation of the nation’s immigration laws. Policymakers are clearly reluctant to develop any antitrafficking policies that could potentially encourage unlawful immigration.\textsuperscript{77} Lawmakers seek to maintain clear distinctions between noncitizens who have voluntarily contracted to be smuggled into the country and those who are here as a direct consequence of force, fraud, or coercion.\textsuperscript{78}

The vigilant policing of the line between smuggling and trafficking occurs not only in the United States but in all developed countries. One writer has characterized this line as “an all-important line in the battle for sovereignty and the nation-state as traditionally understood, and for maintaining the clear bright line between us and

\textsuperscript{75}See, e.g., Sadruddin et al., supra note 49, at 398-406, 413-16 (describing the psychological trauma associated with being trafficked and testifying as a trafficking victim in a criminal trial).

\textsuperscript{76}See DAUVERGNE, supra note 27, at 85. The linking of legal protections to cooperation with law enforcement is increasingly common in immigration law. See, e.g., Nora V. Demleitner, Immigration Threats and Rewards: Effective Law Enforcement Tools in the “War” on Terrorism?, 51 EMORY L.J. 1059, 1073 (2002) (“Immigration law . . . can also be employed as an incentive or a reward for cooperation and information provided in criminal investigations. This reward function has grown in importance as other immigration benefits have been restricted or eliminated, including deportation waivers.”).

\textsuperscript{77}See Chacón, supra note 10, at 3021-22 (describing congressional opposition to providing assistance to trafficking victims who consented to their initial smuggling but later became victims of exploitation); Srikantiah, supra note 19, at 191 n.194 (“The House Judiciary Committee, for example, imposed an annual cap of five thousand T visas ‘[i]n order that this bill never become a general amnesty program for smuggled aliens.’ Representative Chris Smith, the bill’s sponsor, explained that the cap was necessary to ‘prevent this form of relief from being abused’ and ‘prevent large numbers of aliens from falsely claiming to be trafficking victims.’” (citation omitted) (quoting H.R. REP. NO. 106-487, pt. 2, at 18 (2000); 146 Cong. Rec. 18,056, 18,056-57 (2000) (statement of Rep. Smith))).

\textsuperscript{78}See Chacón, supra note 10, at 3022-23 (explaining that under the TVPA, assistance is limited for “individuals who may have played some volitional role in their transportation and employment, but who are now trapped in virtual slavery”).
them that keeps the status quo for migration law in place.”79 This ob-
servation raises the fundamental critique to which I now turn: while antitrafficking legislation has been revised to better assist victims, at a
broader level, antitrafficking discourse at times has drawn upon and
perpetuated a discourse that compounds myths of migrant criminality.

B. Victim Vulnerability and the Myth of Migrant Criminality

As previously noted, global social, economic, and political forces have contributed in complex ways to the development of the interna-
tional trafficking epidemic.80 Yet the discourse around trafficking—
including media coverage of trafficking, law enforcement antitraffick-
ing training efforts, and official statements on trafficking—has tended
to focus not on these complex global forces but on particularly “bad
actors.” The “bad actors” that are scrutinized tend to be other nonci-
tizens involved in supplying certain markets with trafficked persons
rather than the population that consumes the goods and services that
these trafficking victims provide.

One can see this in the Department of Justice’s public statements
concerning antitrafficking prosecutions. For several years, the Dep-
artment frequently published trafficking bulletins in which it dis-
cussed its successful trafficking prosecutions.81 Although that practice
has ended, the Department continues to publicize its successful traf-
ficking prosecutions82 and to summarize some of the most notable
cases in its annual report to Congress.83 The striking feature of the
case summaries is that they highlight cases in which virtually every de-
fendant is a noncitizen or member of a minority racial group.84 None
of the cases listed in the Attorney General’s 2008 report involves a
Corporate defendant.85 ICE, which is now tasked with the mission of
antitrafficking enforcement, takes a similar approach; a recent press

79 DAUVERGNE, supra note 27, at 70; see also id. at 90-92 (providing examples re-
garding this distinction).
80 See supra notes 1-13 and accompanying text.
81 For a summary of the cases discussed in several of these bulletins, see Chacón,
supra note 10, at 3036 n.341.
82 See ATT’Y GEN. 2008 TRAFFICKING REPORT, supra note 22, at 41 (reporting that the
Civil Rights Division and the United States Attorneys’ Offices collectively investi-
gated a record-setting 183 trafficking cases, “charged 82 defendants in 40 cases[.] and
obtained 77 convictions” in fiscal year 2008).
83 See id. app. B at 83-86.
84 Id. For a description of the three possible exceptions—United States v. Webster,
85 ATT’Y GEN. 2008 TRAFFICKING REPORT, supra note 22, app. B at 83-86.
release discussing ICE antitrafficking efforts highlights two cases.\textsuperscript{86} The first involved defendants Lassissi Afolabi, Akouavi Kpade Afolabi, Derek Hounakey, and Geoffrey Kouevi, who were involved in large-scale trafficking and smuggling activities.\textsuperscript{87} The second involved defendants Amador Cortes-Meza, Francisco Cortes-Meza, Raul Cortes-Meza, Juan Cortes-Meza, and Edison Wagner Rosa-Tort of Atlanta, who were engaged in smuggling and trafficking activities, including trafficking minors into prostitution.\textsuperscript{88} Both of these cases involved serious acts of trafficking. There is no doubt that the perpetrators of such crimes deserve punishment. On the other hand, in using these cases to highlight ICE enforcement efforts on the very page on which ICE requests public participation in reporting trafficking, ICE primes the public to look for—and report—a certain kind of trafficker.

The choices made by the government concerning which prosecutions to publicize may be overdetermined. A significant number of traffickers are noncitizens. That is inevitable given the international nature of the industry and the fact that many of the vulnerable populations subject to exploitation live in developing countries. Moreover, some traffickers operating in the United States are noncitizens—including coethnics who exploit individuals in their own communities who lack legal status.

At the same time, it is clear that there must be a broader market for the services provided by trafficked workers and that middle-class citizens of all backgrounds are implicated in exploitation. The antitrafficking law very clearly provides tools for prosecuting those who knowingly profit from trafficked labor—a provision that ought to allow for a prosecution strategy that targets demand more effectively. For example, many well-known corporations have profited from the low cost of vulnerable migrant labor forces.\textsuperscript{89} While these companies

\textsuperscript{86} ICE Press Release, supra note 72.
\textsuperscript{87} Id.
\textsuperscript{88} Id.
\textsuperscript{89} See, e.g., Sherri Day, Jury Clears Tyson Foods in Use of Illegal Immigrants, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 27, 2003, at A14 (noting that Tyson managers were exonerated in a jury trial but including concessions from one defendant that “there were people at Tyson who had done things wrong” in hiring unauthorized workers, although “he and the other two men charged had no knowledge of what their colleagues were doing”); Steven Greenhouse, Wal-Mart to Pay U.S. $11 Million in Lawsuit on Immigrant Workers, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 19, 2005, at A1 (discussing Wal-Mart’s settlement with the federal government regarding accusations it employed illegal immigrants to clean its stores); Julia Preston, Child Labor Charges Are Sought Against Kosher Meat Plant in Iowa, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 6, 2008, at A15 (discussing widespread labor violations at a meatpacking plant that was the site of a massive immigration enforcement raid in May 2008).
and their executives have sometimes been fined in connection with immigration violations and other criminal matters, none has had to face trafficking penalties.

Antitrafficking policy at the state level appears to follow the same patterns as federal antitrafficking prosecutions, though the data available at the state level are sparser than at the federal level. In spite of a huge wave of antitrafficking legislation enacted at the state level over the past decade, very few individuals have been prosecuted for violating state antitrafficking laws. Of the few who have been prosecuted, available evidence suggests that they tend to be individuals prosecuted for sex trafficking (usually of children). Many state officials maintain that they do not believe that trafficking is an issue in their jurisdiction.

As officials have worked to train individuals to recognize trafficking situations, the training internalizes the message that trafficking is perpetrated by foreign criminal organizations and is best solved through aggressive policing at the border. Framing trafficking as a

---

90 For a compelling discussion of the inefficacy of these relatively low and infrequently imposed fines, see generally Michael J. Wishnie, Prohibiting the Employment of Unauthorized Immigrants: The Experiment Fails, 2007 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 193.


92 Of the seventy-seven state officials surveyed by Clawson et al., only seven percent—or about five officials—had prosecuted trafficking cases, although "some" mentioned referrals to federal officials. Id. at 23-24.


94 See CLAWSON ET AL., supra note 91, at 23 (reporting that sixty-eight percent of prosecutors surveyed did not consider human trafficking to be a problem in their jurisdiction).

crime perpetrated by foreigners both fits within and fuels a popular discourse in which the noncitizen is perceived as a criminal threat.\textsuperscript{96}

The image of trafficking as a foreign evil perpetrated by minorities and migrants has at least two collateral effects that actually complicate rather than complement antitrafficking efforts. First, it fuels a problematic notion of the noncitizen as criminal threat, which in turn has policy implications that actually undercut trafficking protections. Second, this approach leaves the large demand for trafficked labor unaffected and unnamed. Each of these issues is discussed in turn.

First, this approach fuels exaggerated public perceptions of the noncitizen as a criminal or terrorist.\textsuperscript{97} It is quite efficient as a policy matter to focus on trafficking cases involving defendants who are generally unwelcome in the polity to begin with and who are unlikely to be able to mount effective defenses. It is certainly easier than prosecuting companies with teams of lawyers or defendants who might garner more sympathy than the noncitizens they have exploited. Un-

\textsuperscript{96} See infra note 98. Several authors have also noted that the rise of white victims has been an important counterpoint to this racialized portrait of traffickers. See, e.g., Dauvergne, supra note 27, at 74; Jacqueline Berman, \textit{(Un)Popular Strangers and Crises (Un)Bounded: Discourses of Sex-Trafficking, the European Political Community and the Panicked State of the Modern State}, 9 EUR. J. INT’L REL. 37, 60-62 (2003) (discussing political implications of the race and gender of victims); Kamala Kempadoo, \textit{The Migrant Tightrope: Experiences from the Caribbean} (discussing the relevance of race in the sex trade), in \textit{GLOBAL SEX WORKERS: RIGHTS, RESISTANCE, AND REDEFINITION} 124, 130-31 (Kamala Kempadoo & Jo Doezema eds., 1998).

\textsuperscript{97} See Chacón, supra note 4, at 1835-36 (discussing how noncitizens—particularly unauthorized migrants—have been constructed as criminal and national security threats). For a discussion of the links drawn between antitrafficking and antiterrorism measures, see infra note 115 and accompanying text.
fortunately, presenting trafficking as a product of certain nefarious noncitizens reinforces problematic notions of the noncitizen as inherently more criminally inclined than her citizen counterparts. It also reinforces the flawed notion that the solution to the trafficking problem is simply to keep migrants out of the country.

Moreover, as a matter of public messaging, such efforts actually hinder efforts to humanize and make a case for assisting victims of trafficking. Traffickers are portrayed as perpetrators of a “special evil” akin to terrorism. This characterization makes it more difficult to conceive of ordinary citizens and corporations as perpetrators of trafficking; trafficking is, in this account, a crime that outsiders who pose unique threats to public safety commit. Yet reliance on the trope of the dangerous noncitizen fuels policies that actually complicate anti-trafficking efforts. Citizen fears of migrants as criminals fuel a drive for more restrictionist immigration policies. Such policies can fru-

---

98 Numerous studies have pointed to the gap between public perception and actual data on this question. See, e.g., Matthew T. Lee et al., Does Immigration Increase Homicide? Negative Evidence from Three Border Cities, 42 SOC. Q. 559, 560, 571-74 (2001) (concluding that there is no correlation between recent immigration and higher crime rates); Rubén G. Rumbaut et al., Debunking the Myth of Immigrant Criminality: Imprisonment Among First- and Second-Generation Young Men, Migration Info. Source, June 2006, http://www.migrationinformation.org/Feature/display.cfm?id=403 (“In the absence of rigorous empirical research, myths and stereotypes about immigrants and crime often provide the underpinnings for public policies and practices . . . .”); Robert J. Sampson, Open Doors Don’t Invite Criminals, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 11, 2006, at A15 (“[E]vidence points to increased immigration as a major factor associated with the lower crime rate of the 1990s . . . .”); Kristin F. Butcher & Anne Morrison Piehl, Recent Immigrants: Unexpected Implications for Crime and Incarceration 4-11 (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 6067, 1997) (suggesting reasons why immigrant institutionalization rates lag behind native institutionalization rates); see also Eyal Press, Do Immigrants Make Us Safer?, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 3, 2006, at E20 (describing the existing scholarship addressing this topic).


101 For example, The Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR), an organization that “advocates a temporary moratorium on all immigration except spouses and minor children of U.S. citizens and a limited number of refugees,” FAIR. About Comprehensive Immigration Reform, http://www.fairus.org/site/PageNavigator/about
strate the goal of protecting migrants who are victims of trafficking not only because they cast all migrants as undesirable but also because they feed the very policies that have helped to make trafficking possible and profitable. Traffickers will continue to supply laborers to markets that cannot be satisfied through lawful channels.\(^{102}\)

Second, this focus can deflect attention from the demands that create a market for trafficking. As the California legislature has recently worked to acknowledge, trafficking does not occur in the absence of markets.\(^{103}\) Truly effective antitrafficking efforts need to identify which products and services trafficked workers provide and must involve strategies to curb demand for those products and services. Curbing demand must include prosecution of those who profit from trafficking labor, even when those individuals and companies do not fit the convenient profile of the paradigmatic individual, noncitizen trafficker. Current antitrafficking enforcement discourse focuses almost exclusively on targeting supply networks, while deemphasizing the demand side of the equation in the market for trafficked persons—whether for sex, cheaply produced goods, or agricultural labor. Criminal prosecutions aimed at the demand side of the trafficking problem are virtually nonexistent.

Ultimately, punishing individuals who supply trafficked labor to the market is, without question, a worthwhile goal. But efforts to punish traffickers should include systematic efforts to include punishment that targets the demand side. Currently, not only are the profiters of trafficked human labor frequently underpunished, but the pattern of prosecutions that is actually highlighted in the promotional materials put forth by the Department of Justice and ICE helps to

---


stoke misunderstandings of the nature of the trafficking problem. Framing the trafficking problem as one that is the sole responsibility of noncitizens and outsiders fits comfortably within the larger narrative that has been constructed around unauthorized migration.

This construction of the trafficking problem also indirectly justifies another policy outcome that is actually disadvantageous to antitrafficking efforts: the criminalization of the smuggled migrant. As previously noted, the successful passage of the TVPA depended on the creation of a clear legal distinction between criminals who violate the immigration law and victims of trafficking. To a certain extent, this is unavoidable, and it is not inherently catastrophic for the protection of migrants’ rights, provided that the resulting legal treatment of smuggled migrants comports with human rights norms. In drafting the Palermo Protocol, the human rights community was preoccupied with the desire to ensure that smuggled migrants were not unduly criminalized as a result.

Unfortunately, in the United States, the smuggled migrant has been subject to intense criminalization in recent years. Policymakers have given the enforcement of immigration restrictions a very high priority, and in this equation, smuggled migrants are subject to ex-

---

104 See supra text accompanying notes 14-28. For a refutation of the notion that there is a clear distinction between trafficking and smuggling, see, for example, BRIDGET ANDERSON & JULIA O’CONNELL DAVIDSON, IS TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS DEMAND DRIVEN? A MULTI-COUNTRY PILOT STUDY 9 (2003); Chacón, supra note 10, at 3021-24; Gallagher, supra note 38, at 1000; Haynes, supra note 11, at 70.

105 See Gallagher, supra note 1, at 790, 792 (noting the need for clear legal definitions, while also noting that to a certain extent the distinction rests on a "strange legal fiction").

106 See id. at 790-91 (“Our focus . . . remained squarely on ensuring that drafters did not endorse criminalization of smuggled migrants . . .”).

tremely harsh penalties under the criminal law,\textsuperscript{108} and to highly punitive policies under civil immigration law.\textsuperscript{109} Treatment of migrants is thus increasingly dichotomous: either a noncitizen qualifies as a trafficking victim, in which case she can avail herself of human rights protections under the TVPA, or the noncitizen is a smuggled migrant, who is subject to detention, prosecution, criminal punishment, and removal. If an individual falls in a gray area—between an outright victim of “severe” trafficking and a smuggled migrant who is subject to everyday forms of labor exploitation—the government’s approach has been to treat the gray-area case as one involving a voluntary migrant who is not eligible for the protections available to trafficking victims.\textsuperscript{110}

In some ways, the growing chasm between the treatment of trafficked victims and all other unauthorized migrants further fuels policies that limit the official scope of trafficking prosecutions. If a broader range of exploitative practices were highlighted, where appropriate, and prosecuted by the government, two things would become immediately clear. The first is that mainstream companies and individuals benefit from trafficked labor, directly and indirectly. An understanding of this complicity could lead to more rational discussions regarding issues of labor and migration. The second is that a broader range of victims would be entitled to protections than is currently the practice. Providing more individuals with legal protections and benefits would have the advantage of undermining the exploitative labor practices that have been allowed to thrive at the unpoliced intersection of labor law and immigration law.\textsuperscript{111} Instead, the “special”

\textsuperscript{108} See, e.g., Chacón, supra note 5, at 135 & n.2 (citing authorities noting the trend in “increasingly harsh criminal consequences”).

\textsuperscript{109} See, e.g., Legomsky, supra note 107, at 482-86 (summarizing consequences criminal convictions have on immigration status).

\textsuperscript{110} See generally Srikantiah, supra note 19, at 191-95 (exploring how the government envisions an “iconic victim” to distinguish between voluntary migrants and trafficking victims); Kathleen Kim, The Coercion of Trafficked Workers, 95 IOWA L. REV. (forthcoming 2010) (manuscript at 32, on file with author) (noting that the Department of Justice tends to focus its efforts on cases involving direct physical force or restraint, and that few prosecuted cases involve other forms of coercion, despite the TVPA’s broad definition of the term). This problem is compounded when courts apply the TVPA standard of coercion in an overly narrow fashion, thereby excluding a broad range of coerced conduct that the TVPA actually protects. See Ivy Lee, Appellate Brief, An Appeal of a T Visa Denial, 14 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. & POL’Y 455 (2007) (narrating the denial of a T Visa for a trafficking victim subject to nonphysical coercion); Kim, supra (manuscript at 31) (discussing courts’ overly narrow reading of “coercion” in post-TVPA trafficking cases).

\textsuperscript{111} Recent developments in immigration law have undermined the protections of the labor law regime in cases involving unauthorized migrants, thereby ironically providing employers with even more monetary incentives to hire unauthorized workers.
nature of the harm of trafficking is highlighted and attributed to foreign forces. This depiction in turn gives rise to further “evidence” in support of widespread misperceptions of migrant criminality, thus justifying the very border-control efforts that may, ironically, give traffickers more business.

II. ANTITRAFFICKING ENFORCEMENT AND THE CRIMINALIZATION OF MIGRATION

The previous Part explored the ways in which current antitrafficking strategies have the potential to fuel misperceptions concerning migrant criminality. In turn, this discourse justifies restrictionist migration policies and laws that criminalize smuggled migrants. This Part traces out the manifestations of the discourse on the ground. In particular, this Part explores the ways in which antitrafficking efforts have been used to justify a prosecution-centered approach not only to antitrafficking efforts but to all immigration policy.

See Catherine L. Fisk & Michael J. Wishnie, Hoffman Plastics Compounds, Inc. v. NLRB: The Rules of the Workplace for Undocumented Immigrants (describing the tensions between immigration and labor law), in IMMIGRATION STORIES 311, 311-12 (David A. Martin & Peter H. Schuck eds., 2005); Ruben J. Garcia, Toward Fundamental Change for the Protection of Low-Wage Workers: The “Workers’ Rights Are Human Rights” Debate in the Obama Era, 2009 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 421, 422-24 (arguing that the current labor law statutory scheme is flawed because it divides workers into categories and is “changeable, malleable, and politically contingent”); Saucedo, supra note 13, at 895-903 (discussing how recent government activity reinforced immigrant community fears and forced undocumented workers “deeper into the shadows”); Wishnie, supra note 90, at 195 (“[T]he prohibition on [undocumented-immigrant] employment . . . in fact has led to increased workplace exploitation of undocumented immigrants, strengthened the ‘jobs magnet’ that sanctions aimed to weaken, encouraged illegal immigration, and eroded wages and working conditions for U.S. workers.”).

112 See Jennifer M. Chacón, Whose Community Shield?: Examining the Removal of the “Criminal Street Gang Member,” 2007 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 317, 348-49 (discussing ways in which migrants are perceived as criminals and how those perceptions increase support for harsh immigration laws). For information on actual rates of migrant criminality, see Rumbaut et al., supra note 98, which finds that immigrants have lower rates of criminal convictions than native-born Americans.

113 See Hathaway, supra note 1, at 34 (“Simply put, the agreement of states to criminalize smuggling and to strengthen border control efforts, coupled with inelastic demand for border crossing by mostly less-than-wealthy persons, will logically create the conditions within which traditionally benign forms of smuggling are transmuted into the clearly rights-abusive practices characteristic of trafficking.”); see also Pushing the Border Out Hearing, supra note 100, at 40 (statement of John P. Torres) (explaining that ICE’s antitrafficking strategy is to “dismantle the criminal and terrorist organizations that smuggle or traffic in people” and to apply “a vast array of investigative methodologies in the fight against both criminal and terrorist organizations as well as the infrastructure that supports their activities in the United States and around the world”).
An immigration strategy that relies heavily on the criminalization of migrants undercuts antitrafficking goals. Section II.A explores the complex interaction between the increased border enforcement that has been justified in part on antitrafficking grounds and the actual effects of these policies on trafficking. Section II.B explores state and local participation in antitrafficking efforts and explains that while these efforts can bolster federal efforts, they also map onto certain restrictionist policies that are in tension with antitrafficking goals. For this reason, the development of state antitrafficking strategies, like any other antitrafficking effort situated in a broader context of highly restrictionist enforcement efforts, may actually prove to be a mixed blessing for migrant trafficking victims.

A. Border Control Policy as Antitrafficking Policy

One of the most consistent themes sounded over the past decade by government officials charged with “homeland security” has been the need to increase “border security.” Although the term was almost never used prior to 2001, “border security” has become a catchphrase that encompasses a range of security-related goals, including immigration control, customs screening of goods and people, and more exacting (usually biometric) document requirements.114

Government officials frequently have mentioned antitrafficking efforts within the context of border security.115 Antitrafficking is generally listed as one of a number of objectives that officials hope to achieve through an increased law enforcement presence at the border. In this sense, trafficking in persons, like drug trafficking or human smuggling, is presented as a problem that exists largely because of insufficient personnel and monitoring along the border.

It is certainly true that some international trafficking occurs like other forms of unauthorized migration: individuals lacking legal authorization to enter the country are transported across the border surreptitiously or using fraudulent documents. To a certain extent, a greater (and better trained) force along the border could stop some trafficking at the international border.

On the other hand, much of the human trafficking that occurs in the contemporary context could easily avert even the most stringently staffed borders. Some victims have legitimate visas that allow them

114 See Chacón, supra note 4, at 1853-54 (discussing post–September 11 use of the phrase “border security”).
115 See, e.g., sources cited supra note 95.
entry.\textsuperscript{116} Others have facially valid but fraudulent visas that have been obtained for them by traffickers.\textsuperscript{117} Thus, for some migrants, it is only after they have entered the country that the person responsible for their transportation or their later employment is able to exploit vulnerabilities in their legal and economic status, and the relationship changes to one of trafficking victim and trafficker.\textsuperscript{118}

This is significant because solutions to the trafficking problem depend on correctly identifying the nature of that problem. To date, government officials charged with eradicating trafficking have made a number of statements suggesting that they understand the trafficking problem as best solved by attacking criminal smuggling networks. For example, in his remarks at a human trafficking symposium in the fall of 2008, then-Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff stated,

\begin{quote}
Let me be clear about this: the line between so-called voluntary migration and human trafficking is not a very bold line. It is often the case that people who begin the movement across borders in a voluntary way, because they want to come across in order to get work for themselves, quickly turn into victims when they are held for ransom, or when they are required to work off the cost of the smuggling by paying off the vast majority of their wages to smuggling organizations. Therefore, by cracking down on illegal migration, we are actually cracking down on the kind of network activity, which actually facilitates human trafficking and victimization, as well.\textsuperscript{119}
\end{quote}

Much of this statement is incontrovertible. First, Mr. Chertoff correctly acknowledges that there is no bright line that separates smuggling

\textsuperscript{116} This is the situation of the plaintiffs in the case against Signal International, who held valid H-2B visas but thought that they would be provided with permanent visas and allegedly were exploited by the employer who made those promises. See Julia Preston, Suit Points to Guest Worker Program Flaws, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 2, 2010, at A12. Interestingly, the plaintiffs in the Signal International case also allege that “[i]mmigration authorities worked closely with [the] company . . . to discourage protests by temporary guest workers from India over their job conditions, including advising managers to send some workers back to India.” Id.

\textsuperscript{117} See LIANA SUN WYLIE, ALISON SISKIN & CLARE RIBANDO SEELKE, CONG. RES. SERV., TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS: U.S. POLICY AND ISSUES FOR CONGRESS 5 (2009) (explaining how traffickers use false documents to transport women lured by false promises of jobs, study, or travel opportunities).

\textsuperscript{118} See id. (“After providing transportation and false documents to transport women lured by false promises of jobs, study, or travel opportunities.”).

\textsuperscript{119} Michael Chertoff, Sec’y, Dep’t of Homeland Sec., Remarks at the Stop Human Trafficking Symposium (Sept. 9, 2008), available at http://www.dhs.gov/xnews/speeches/sp_1221053062406.shtm.
from trafficking. Instead, situations involving smuggled migrants are fluid and can change to trafficking over time, depending on circumstances. Second, his remarks pinpoint the fact that unauthorized or smuggled migrants suffer from legal and economic vulnerabilities that render them susceptible to trafficking. Third, he notes that some of the players involved in smuggling migrants are also involved in trafficking—a statement that is undoubtedly true in some cases, although Mr. Chertoff makes no effort to make a precise statement as to the degree of overlap. He merely notes that these individuals use the same “kind of network activity.” Finally, he states that the large debts that migrants frequently accrue to their smugglers put smuggling networks in a position to exploit smuggled migrants through debt bondage. Unfortunately, while the statement recognizes the nuanced nature of the trafficking problem, the proposed solution is not equally nuanced. In the end, the Secretary proposes “cracking down on illegal migration.”

Efforts to “crack down on illegal migration” have been on a rapid rise since the mid-1990s. Over the past six years—and on the watch of administrations from two different political parties—immigration enforcement has ballooned. Government spending on border enforcement and interior enforcement is at its highest level in history. The number of individuals formally removed each year reached a record high in 2009, and the current Administration is on course to set yet another record this year.

The government is also prosecuting more immigration offenses than ever before. Indeed, immigration crimes now make up half of the federal criminal docket—the vast majority of these offenses are unlawful entry and, to a lesser extent, felony reentry. Smuggling

\[120\] Id.

\[121\] See Jennifer M. Chacón, A Diversion of Attention?: Immigration Courts and the Adjudication of Fourth and Fifth Amendment Rights, 59 DUKE L.J. 1563, 1565-66 (2010) (“Never before in the history of the United States has the government removed so many noncitizens in so short a time frame.”).

\[122\] Id.

\[123\] See Chacón, supra note 5, at 139 (“After remaining relatively flat in the period from 1986 to 1996, the number of immigration prosecutions almost quadrupled over the next ten years.”).

\[124\] See Schwartz, supra note 7 (reporting a nearly nine-percent increase in federal immigration prosecutions in fiscal year 2009 from previous years); see also TRANSACTIONAL RECORDS ACCESS CLEARINGHOUSE, FY 2009 FEDERAL PROSECUTIONS SHARPLY HIGHER (2009), http://trac.syr.edu/tracreports/crim/223 (indicating that, in fiscal year 2009, immigration prosecutions comprised fifty-four percent of all federal filings).

\[125\] TRANSACTIONAL RECORDS ACCESS CLEARINGHOUSE, IMMIGRATION PROSECUTIONS AT RECORD LEVELS IN FY 2009 (2009), http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/
and trafficking prosecutions are a miniscule subset of total prosecutions.126 Trafficking offenses do not even make the list of the top ten categories of immigration prosecutions.127

If “cracking down on illegal migration” truly reduces trafficking, as Secretary Chertoff’s remarks suggest,128 then the increase in removals and prosecutions discussed above would be an effective means of reducing trafficking. For a variety of reasons, however, it is unlikely that such a direct line between immigration enforcement and trafficking eradication exists.

Indeed, in some ways, the efforts to “crack down on illegal migration” might actually facilitate trafficking. First, efforts to crack down on illegal migration in the workplace have left undocumented migrants more—not less—vulnerable to exploitation.129 Second, efforts to prosecute large numbers of first-time illegal entrants have overwhelmed resources along the southern border, diverting law enforcement resources from more serious crimes—including trafficking—in favor of securing thousands of easy plea convictions.130 Third, because increased border enforcement has not stopped the flow of unauthorized migration but has simply made it more difficult and more costly, these efforts have exacerbated the dynamic, identified by Secretary Chertoff in his speech,131 whereby smugglers exploit the migrants who have made contractual arrangements with them. One thing that seems clear about recent border-enforcement efforts is that they have made cross-border movement more difficult, and consequently, more costly.132 Presumably, people are more likely to turn

126 Id.
127 Id.
128 Chertoff, supra note 119.
129 See, e.g., Saucedo, supra note 13, at 892 (providing an overview of the U visa and its implications for undocumented workers); see also Chacón, supra note 10, at 2980 (suggesting that the TVPA’s exclusion of a broad range of labor exploitation from its reach exacerbates workplace exploitation).
131 Chertoff, supra note 119.
132 See Andreas, supra note 4, at 116 (noting that the increased risks of crossing the border have led to a rise in the price of being smuggled); Khalid Koser, Why Migrant
to professionals—smugglers—to assist them in crossing the border. Smuggled migrants are now more likely to owe money to their smugglers and more likely to try to pay off this debt with labor after entry. This increases the chances that smuggling relationships will transform into trafficking relationships. And once an individual is in a situation in which her labor is exploited, her legal vulnerability is exacerbated by contemporary policies that criminalize migrants.

If such individuals could be comfortable knowing that they would be identified as trafficking victims and offered legal and social protection, such exploitation would not persist. But these individuals fall within a gray area in which they are more likely to be identified as “illegal aliens” than “trafficking victims.” Given the current “crackdown” on “illegal immigrants,” it is not at all surprising that such individuals would be very much afraid to seek official or unofficial assistance.

In short, although the Secretary may be right that smugglers and traffickers rely on the same networks, it does not necessarily follow that “cracking down” on unauthorized migrants is the best way to combat the trafficking problem.

Genuine efforts to address trafficking should focus at least as much attention on workplace conditions as on smuggling networks.

---

133 See David Kyle & Rey Koslowski, Introduction to Global Human Smuggling, supra note 4, at 1, 22; Raimo Väyrynen, Illegal Immigration, Human Trafficking, and Organized Crime 2-7, 20 (World Inst. for Dev. Econ. Research, Discussion Paper No. 2003/72, 2003), available at http://www.wider.unu.edu/publications/working-papers/discussion-papers/2003/en_GB/dp2003-072/files/78901733799803273/default/dp2003-072.pdf (“To be able to cross the border, illegal immigrants may need the help of professional smugglers and their assistants.”). Hathaway laments the lack of good data on this point. See Hathaway, supra note 1, at 32 n.187 (“There is, however, a paucity of hard data to show a clear correlation between heightened border controls and increased human smuggling and/or trafficking.”).

134 See, e.g., Guido Friebel & Sergei Guriev, Smuggling Humans: A Theory of Debt-Financed Migration, 4 J. EUR. ECON. ASS’N 1085, 1107-08 (2006) (noting that increased border protection leads to increased debt-financed migration, even where overall unauthorized migration decreases).

135 See Jacqueline Bhabha, Lone Travelers: Rights, Criminalization, and the Transnational Migration of Unaccompanied Children, 7 U. CHI. L. SCH. ROUNDTABLE 269, 285 (2000) (noting that trafficked persons consent to migration with little knowledge of the potential coercive post-migration situation); David A. Feingold, Human Trafficking, FOREIGN POL’Y, Sept.–Oct. 2005, at 26, 27 (arguing that some measures designed to protect women might make them more vulnerable to traffickers); Hathaway, supra note 1, at 33-34 (“[D]esperate people determined to migrate will need smugglers more than ever.”).

136 For a discussion of the ways in which government enforcement efforts fuel migrant fear, see Saucedo, supra note 13, and supra note 12 and accompanying text.
and should target the employers of unauthorized workers more heavily than it targets the workers. That has not been the nature of the U.S. crackdown on unauthorized migration. Workplace raids have led to the massive removal of workers in many more cases than they have resulted in the prosecution of those who exploit migrant laborers.\footnote{See Saucedo, supra note 13, at 896-98 (describing the effect of ICE raids on workplaces); see also Wishnie, supra note 90, at 195 (arguing that the “employer sanctions regime” has resulted in increased exploitation of immigrant workers); Spencer S. Hsu, For the Record: Immigration, WASH. POST, Jan. 29, 2008, at A13 (“While federal immigration authorities arrested nearly four times as many people at workplaces in 2007 as they did in 2005[,] . . . only 92 owners, supervisors or hiring officials were arrested in an economy that includes 6 million companies that employ more than 7 million unauthorized workers.”), in William Branigin, Sebelius Conciliatory in Democrats’ Response to Bush Address, WASH. POST, Jan. 29, 2008, at A13. The large Agriprocessors, Inc. raid is a case in point. Although about 300 noncitizens were arrested and removed in those raids, the owner of the plant ultimately did not face prosecution on any immigration-related charges. See Iowa: Immigration Charges Dropped in Raid Case, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 19, 2009, at A20.}

As such, it seems just as likely that the crackdown will fuel some trafficking even as it eradicates certain instances of it through the targeting and prosecution of some smuggling networks.

If the relationship between immigration enforcement and anti-trafficking efforts is so complex, why is the former so often cited as a direct means to the latter? Certainly, there is an appealing superficial logic to the claims. Furthermore, the ability to invoke the plight of the unfortunate trafficking victim to justify immigration enforcement puts a human face on both sides of an equation that otherwise seems to pit the economically disadvantaged migrant against the large and unsympathetic state. The invocation of trafficking as a driving force behind immigration enforcement puts a human rights gloss on a border-enforcement model that, in fact, raises a number of serious human rights concerns.\footnote{See Kevin R. Johnson, Opening the Floodgates: Why America Needs to Rethink Its Borders and Immigration Laws 87-130 (2007) (detailing the undesirable and immoral consequences of restrictive immigration policy); see also Bill Ong Hing, Immigration Policy: Thinking Outside the (Big) Box, 39 CONN. L. REV. 1401, 1440 (2007) (noting the “brutality inherent in enforcement of the current immigration controls, which result in physical abuse, promote racial discrimination, and relegate certain groups of U.S. citizens and lawful immigrants to second-class status,” as well as the “[r]ampant civil rights deprivations [that] have resulted,” and concluding that “[s]uch consequences render U.S. immigration enforcement immoral”).} It is the very weakening of the human rights orientation of migration policy—such as the erosion of refugee protections—that increases the market for international trafficking. But these connections are elided by policy statements that emphasize an equation where more enforcement means less trafficking.
Interestingly, the same sort of pattern appears at the state level, where some state legislatures have enacted antitrafficking legislation not as part of a trend toward greater human rights protections for migrants but rather as part of a trend toward more state participation in the regulation and criminalization of unauthorized migration.

B. State and Local Immigration Enforcement Through Antitrafficking Policy?

State and local participation in immigration regulation and enforcement has been constrained by Supreme Court doctrine, dating from the late nineteenth century, which declared that immigration control is a responsibility exclusively held by the federal government. Courts have frequently struck down state efforts to regulate immigration law and have subjected states’ efforts to distinguish among state residents on the basis of alienage to heightened scrutiny, as opposed to the rational basis review applied to federal alienage distinctions. Nevertheless, states’ efforts to develop immigration regulations have sometimes withstood court scrutiny in cases where courts have found that a state’s efforts to regulate immigration complement the federal statutory scheme.

---

139 Until the late nineteenth century, the states played a relatively active role in shaping and enforcing migration policy. See GERALD L. NEUMAN, STRANGERS TO THE CONSTITUTION: IMMIGRANTS, BORDERS, AND FUNDAMENTAL LAW 23 (1996) (discussing state policies of banishment and conditional pardons as precursors of the federal deportation mechanism); ARISTIDE R. ZOLBERG, A NATION BY DESIGN: IMMIGRATION POLICY IN THE FASHIONING OF AMERICA 2-3 (2006) (arguing that the United States had an active immigration policy prior to the nineteenth century but that it was shaped by the states).

140 See De Canas v. Bica, 424 U.S. 351, 354 (1976) (“Power to regulate immigration is unquestionably exclusively a federal power.”).


142 See Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 376 (1971) (holding that state statutes denying welfare benefits to residents violate the Equal Protection Clause); Takahashi v. Fish & Game Comm’n, 334 U.S. 410, 419 (1948) (“State laws which impose discriminatory burdens upon the entrance or residence of aliens lawfully within the United States . . . have accordingly been held invalid.”).


144 See, e.g., De Canas, 424 U.S. at 357-58 (declining to invalidate a California Labor Code provision prohibiting employers from knowingly employing an unauthorized noncitizen worker where the provision was consistent with the comprehensive federal
Recently, state and local governments have developed a cottage industry in direct and indirect immigration law enforcement. Over the past five years, state and local initiatives aimed at regulating immigration have proliferated throughout the United States.\(^{145}\) These initiatives have included, among other things, criminal and civil penalties and contracting prohibitions upon employers who employ unauthorized migrant workers;\(^{146}\) penalties upon landlords who rent housing

statutory scheme for regulation of immigration and naturalization). More recently, the Ninth Circuit upheld an Arizona immigration law targeting the employment of unauthorized noncitizen workers. See Chicanos Por La Causa, Inc. v. Napolitano, 558 F.3d 856, 866-67 (9th Cir. 2009) (upholding an Arizona statute that required employers to use the federal government’s electronic verification system for checking employees’ work authorization status, even though the federal law makes use of the system voluntary).


\(^{146}\) See, e.g., Legal Arizona Workers Act § 6, ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 23-214 (Supp. 2008) (mandating employer participation in the federal E-Verify program); ARK. CODE ANN. § 19-11-105(b) (2007) (“No state agency may enter into or renew a public contract for services with a contractor who knows that the contractor or a subcontractor employs or contracts with an illegal immigrant to perform work under the contract.”); Hazleton, Pa., Ordinance 2006-18 (Sept. 8, 2006) (prohibiting businesses from hiring unauthorized migrants), invalidated by Lozano, 496 F. Supp. 2d 477; Bruce Lambert, Congressman Endorses Suffolk County Plan to Bar Contractors from Using Illegal Immigrants, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 17, 2006, at B3 (describing a Suffolk County, New York, bill to impose restrictions on county contractors). The Suffolk County bill was passed into law in October. See HauDANG, New Immigration Law, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 5, 2006, at B7 (reporting that the Suffolk County executive signed the bill into law).
to unauthorized migrants;\textsuperscript{147} English-only ordinances;\textsuperscript{148} and efforts to strip unauthorized migrants of public benefits.\textsuperscript{149} Many states have also enacted criminal laws that mirror the federal government’s own prohibitions on immigration-related crimes such as harboring unauthorized migrants, using false proof of citizenship, and trafficking.\textsuperscript{150} Some municipalities have even adopted their own policies targeting the undocumented, such as the Waukegan, Illinois, policy of automatically impounding cars that belong to undocumented noncitizens.\textsuperscript{151} One significant subset of these ordinances criminalizes conduct that state and local legislators associated—whether correctly or incorrectly—with unauthorized migration. Such ordinances include the laws that prohibit congregating in certain areas and soliciting employ-

\textsuperscript{147} See, e.g., Escondido, Cal., Ordinance 2006-38R (Oct. 18, 2006) (subjecting landlords that rent to unauthorized migrants to fines and imprisonment), permanently enjoined by Garrett v. City of Escondido, No. 06-2434 (S.D. Cal. Dec. 15, 2006); Hazleton, Pa., Ordinance 2006-13 (Aug. 15, 2006) (requiring tenants to show proof of legal citizenship or residency to obtain the occupancy permits necessary for landlords to avoid criminal prosecution). For the basis upon which the Escondido ordinance was originally enjoined, see Garrett v. City of Escondido, 465 F. Supp. 2d 1043, 1055-56, 1059 (S.D. Cal. 2006), in which the court granted a temporary restraining order against the ordinance based, in part, on the likelihood of preemption by the “harboring” provisions of 8 U.S.C. § 1324 (2006).


\textsuperscript{149} See Michael A. Olivas, Lawmakers Gone Wild? College Residency and the Response to Professor Kobach, 61 SMU L. REV. 99, 101-03 (2008) (discussing state laws and policies that deny undocumented students in-state tuition rates at public universities). Efforts to deny public benefits to noncitizens have a rich history, which is neatly embodied in the 1990s struggle over California’s Proposition 187. See Kevin R. Johnson, Open Borders?, 51 UCLA L. REV. 193, 238 (2003).

\textsuperscript{150} See Olivas, supra note 149, at 101-02 (discussing laws in Georgia, Arizona, and Hazleton, Pennsylvania); Stumpf, supra note 145, at 1598-99 (discussing examples from Oklahoma, California, Oregon, and Wyoming). See infra note 164 for a list of state antitrafficking legislation.

These laws take aim at “day laborers” and rest on the problematic assumption that all day laborers are unauthorized workers.\(^{152}\)

Scholars have split on the question of the constitutionality,\(^ {154}\) not to mention the desirability,\(^ {155}\) of state and local immigration regulation. Courts also have reached divergent conclusions on the constitutionality of such state and local immigration-related ordinances. Some courts have concluded that these ordinances impermissibly encroach upon the field of immigration, which is to be occupied solely by the federal government.\(^ {156}\) Other courts have struck down certain ordinances on the more limited grounds that they are inconsistent


\(^{153}\) See Robin Finn, Town Divides over Law Aimed at Day Laborers, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 27, 2009, at NJ1 (describing a day-laborer law in Oyster Bay, New York); see also Lopez v. Town of Cave Creek, Ariz., 559 F. Supp. 2d 1030, 1035-36 (D. Ariz. 2008) (granting a preliminary injunction against a Cave Creek ordinance aimed at day-laborer solicitation); Order Denying Motion to Suppress and Motion to Terminate Removal Proceedings, In re Sanchez, File No. 98-300-503, at 6 (Dep’t of Justice Immig. Ct. Jan. 31, 2008) (“[T]he solicitation of day labor in our current culture has a strong correlation to undocumented presence in the United States and lack of employment authorization.”).


\(^{155}\) Compare Kris W. Kobach, The Quintessential Force Multiplier: The Inherent Authority of Local Police to Make Immigration Arrests, 69 ALB. L. REV. 179, 181 (2005) (contending that assistance from local police can lead to successful immigration law enforcement), and Rodriguez, supra note 145, at 593-94 (discussing why local communities think passing local immigration laws is beneficial), with Pham, supra note 154, at 981-86 (describing problems that arise from local involvement in immigration laws), and Wishnie, supra note 154, at 567 (noting the “desirability of preserving the vitality of the equality norms that have for over a century shielded noncitizens from state and local bigotry”).

\(^{156}\) See, e.g., League of United Latin Am. Citizens v. Wilson, 908 F. Supp. 755, 786-87 (C.D. Cal. 1995) (holding that the sections of Proposition 187 that occupied the immigration field controlled by federal law are preempted).
with existing federal statutes regulating immigration. Still other courts have upheld state and local ordinances, finding these schemes in harmony with federal efforts to regulate immigration. Where criminal law is concerned, because states and localities—rather than the federal government—have historically served as the locus of criminal regulation, federal courts have sometimes been surprisingly willing to defer to such local regulation of crime.

State and local ordinances aimed at managing migration raise important concerns about the rights of immigrant communities. These ordinances put state and local law enforcement agents in the business of policing immigration as part of their core mission. Because removal is often a possible sanction for noncitizens arrested in the course of enforcing these laws, the procedural gap between the rights and remedies available to noncitizens in civil (as opposed to criminal) immigration proceedings may create a situation in which local law enforcement agents funnel noncitizens into the civil removal system to avoid possible sanctions—such as suppression or disciplinary actions—that might result if the same matter is brought in criminal courts. More aggressive policing of immigrant communities may result.

Over the past six years, almost every state has enacted antitrafficking legislation. This flurry of state legislation is, in part, a reflection

---

157 See, e.g., Villas at Parkside Partners v. City of Farmers Branch, 577 F. Supp. 2d 858, 879 (N.D. Tex. 2008) (“Because Farmers Branch has attempted to regulate immigration differently from the federal government, the Ordinance is preempted by the Supremacy Clause.”); Lozano v. City of Hazleton, 496 F. Supp. 2d 477, 554-55 (M.D. Pa. 2007) (concluding that Hazleton may not “disrupt a carefully drawn federal statutory scheme”).

158 See, e.g., Chicanos Por La Causa, Inc. v. Napolitano, 558 F.3d 856, 866-67 (9th Cir. 2009) (holding that Arizona’s E-Verify requirement for employers was not preempted because it accorded with congressional intent).

159 See LAWRENCE M. FRIEDMAN, CRIME AND PUNISHMENT IN AMERICAN HISTORY 261 (1993) (“Before the twentieth century, criminal justice was overwhelmingly the business of the states, not the federal government.”).

160 See Stempf, supra note 145, at 1587, 1608 (noting the phenomenon and arguing that such deference is undesirable when the goal of the criminal statute is to enforce immigration law indirectly).

161 See Chacón, supra note 121, at 1579-92.

162 See id. at 1598-1615.

163 See id. at 1615-19.

of the positive antitrafficking activism spurred at both the international and domestic level by the Palermo Protocol and the TVPA. But the bills were also affected by the anti-immigrant climate in which many of them were passed. Consequently, the bills some state legislatures passed address trafficking only as part of a broader effort to insert state law enforcement and other regulators into the business of punishing migrants and regulating migration.

165 See, e.g., George A. Martínez, Immigration: Deportation and the Psuedo-Science of Unassimilable Peoples, 61 SMU L. REV. 7, 8 (2008) (detailing local efforts to enforce deportation on the basis of federal laws); Karla Mari McKanders, Welcome to Hazleton! "Illegal" Immigrants Beware: Local Immigration Ordinances and What the Federal Government Must Do About It, 39 LOY. U. CHI. L.J. 1, 3-4 (2007) (chronicling local ordinances that discriminate against immigrants); Olivas, supra note 145, at 32 (discussing "restrictionist" anti-immigration state statutes); Huyen Pham, Problems Facing the First Generation of Local Immigration Laws, 36 HOFSTRA L. REV. 1303, 1303 (2008) (citing a Colorado law that required proof of immigration status before receiving benefits).

166 See, e.g., Georgia Security and Immigration Compliance Act, 2006 GA. LAWS 105 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 13, 16, 35, 42, 43, 48 & 50 GA. CODE ANN.) (enacting antitrafficking laws as part of a very restrictive immigration bill); Jim Tharpe & Carlos Campos, Legislature: 2006: House Passes Bill on Illegals; Senate Prepared to Iron Out Differences, ATLANTA J. CONST., Mar. 24, 2006, at 1A (characterizing the bill as an effort by the Georgia legislature to "confront illegal immigration"); see also MO. ANN. STAT. §§ 577.675 (West Supp. 2009) (enacted 2008) (criminalizing the "trafficking" of "any illegal alien who is not lawfully present," suggesting that the law may function chiefly as an antismuggling provision in cases involving noncitizens).
At the moment, there is very little evidence regarding how these laws will be deployed in the forty-eight states where they have been enacted.\textsuperscript{167} Some states, like California, seem interested in expanding their laws to help migrants by protecting victims regardless of citizenship status and spotlighting exploitative labor practices.\textsuperscript{166} In other states, antitrafficking measures have passed in forms that suggest that officials’ true concern is to provide law enforcement with additional tools to curb unauthorized migration. For the reasons discussed above, it is tremendously important to bring pressure to bear to ensure that state law enforcement agencies use their antitrafficking laws to curb exploitation rather than to promote the criminalization of immigration.

**CONCLUSION**

A vast number of the world’s citizens are displaced as a result of poverty, lack of opportunity, the ravages of armed conflict, or the dangers of political repression. This population is particularly vulnerable to exploitation by those who help them to cross international borders, as well as those in whose care or employment they find themselves upon arrival on the other side of the border.

The legal tools states use to manage migration across state borders increase this marginalization. Unless a person can establish her qualifications as a refugee or fit the narrow criteria for legal entrants, she undertakes border crossing in violation of the law and is then confronted with the harsh penalties that states increasingly attach to violations of their border-control measures. Traffickers know this. They take advantage of the legal and social marginalization of migrants in order to profit from their exploitation. This harm is different from the harms created by the smuggler; though he certainly profits from violations of state sovereignty, he also extracts a price from the migrant that does not rise to the level of enslavement, indentured servitude, forced prostitution, or debt bondage. The line is not always

\textsuperscript{167} See supra notes 92-93 (describing the relatively scant case law under state antitrafficking laws to date).

\textsuperscript{166} On September 8, 2009, Governor Schwarzenegger signed into law a bill that requires law enforcement agents to identify trafficking victims diligently regardless of citizenship. The bill also expands privacy protections for trafficking victims by allowing them to request that their names be kept out of the public records. \textsc{Cal. Gov’t Code} § 6254 (West 2008); \textsc{Cal. Penal Code} §§ 256.2, 293 (West Supp. 2009).
Tensions and Trade-offs

clear, but where exploitation permeates the relationship between the smuggler and the smuggled, or between the migrant and her employer, the line is undoubtedly crossed.

The TVPA provides one tool to address the needs of those who have been preyed upon by those who cross the line. Overall, that tool has been useful. Like the benefits of U.S. refugee and asylum law, it does not help all who technically qualify for assistance. Only those victims of trafficking who are in the United States are able to avail themselves of the protections and benefits of the TVPA. Moreover, for such individuals, this protection is only provided if the state deems their conditions to be sufficiently exploitative to rise to the level of “severe” forms of trafficking. Even then, it is only granted if the person complies with the demands of the legal system or presents a reason for noncompliance. In short, it is not a broadly available remedy.

Individuals who come forward under the current system to claim protection as victims of trafficking face the real possibility that the government will not find them eligible for such protection. Yet, without protection, those individuals will be subject to deportation—the clear prerogative of the state enforcing its immigration and other criminal laws. The victim in the gray area faces a hard choice.

There are at least two options to improve the plight of the migrant in the gray area. The first is to expand the legal understanding of the kinds of coercive situations that constitute trafficking to encompass more of the exploitative situations that migrants face in an era of unprecedented immigration enforcement. The danger of this approach is that it is likely to prove unpopular with policymakers who seek to decrease incentives for illegal migration. Such lawmakers have criti-

---


170 For an overview of the number of T visa petitions denied over the past 5 years, see ATT’Y GEN. 2008 TRAFFICKING REPORT, supra note 22, at 35.
cized an expansive approach as a means of rewarding migrants who deliberately violate the law to cross borders.\textsuperscript{171}

The second option is to reexamine policies that do little to enhance border protection but increase the marginalization of all migrants, including trafficking victims. Eliminating the routine criminal prosecutions of illegal entrants along the southern border, working to identify, shame, and prosecute employers (and consumers) who profit from exploited labor forces, and applying National Labor Relations Act backpay remedies to all workers regardless of citizenship are all ways to improve the general status of migrants and increase protection for workers without creating perverse incentives to migrate unlawfully.

The degree to which antitrafficking rhetoric can be used in ways that cut against these goals, rather than promote them, is troubling. By fueling the image of the migrant as a criminal, antitrafficking rhetoric compounds the myth of migrant criminality. If migrants are perceived as dangerous criminals, the routine prosecutions of misdemeanor illegal entry seem like a logical and desirable border-security measure. A criminalized population is unlikely to garner sympathy when it is subject to exploitation in the workplace, thus rendering impossible the goals of collectively condemning unscrupulous employers and providing workplace remedies for the migrants abused by those employers. Once the issue has been framed as a problem of migrant criminals, then the most obvious—and the most frequently promoted—solution is to increase border controls and criminal enforcement of immigration law.

Antitrafficking policies have to start not with border control but with an effort to eliminate the marginalization that generates exploitation.\textsuperscript{172} For this to happen, the discourse around trafficking needs to change. Enforcement officers at the highest levels need to pay more attention to how the problem of trafficking is characterized and how agents are trained to solve it. Advocates of antitrafficking measures need to be careful about how they characterize the problem of traf-

\textsuperscript{171} See Chacón, supra note 10, at 3022 (discussing TVPA’s limited definition of trafficking in light of protecting victims who “consented” to some aspect of their transportation across borders).

\textsuperscript{172} The relatively narrow recommendations set forth in this Article do not constitute a call for open borders, although some scholars have urged that this is the best way to eradicate not only trafficking but a whole host of other social ills. See, e.g., Johnson, supra note 138; cf. Bravo, Free Labor!, supra note 1, at 616 (urging a liberalized labor regime, which is a more modest version of the open-borders proposal); Gallagher, supra note 1, at 833-34 (arguing that trafficking is an inevitable byproduct of closed borders, but conceding that borders will be closed for the foreseeable future).
ficking when they push for antitrafficking measures at the state and local levels or propose reforms at the national and international levels. Inaccurate assumptions about migrant criminality and border security plague antitrafficking discussions. Rooting those assumptions out of the discourse is a starting point for moving the national (and international) conversation in a direction that will allow for the creation of antitrafficking strategies that do not have the perverse effect of fueling the marginalization that lies at the heart of trafficking.